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Heyting Valued Set Theory
Sato Hyperfunctlons
By

Hirokazu NlSHIMURA*

Abstract
Following the lines of Takeuti and Titani [16] as well as Rousseau [9], this paper shows
that Sato hyperfunctions with holomorphic parameters can be viewed as those without parameters in an appropriately chosen intuitionistic universe, where we establish, as an application
of this idea, de Rham and Dolbeault theorems with hyperfunctional coefficients.

§ 1.

Preamble

Heyting valued set theory, which is a natural generalization of
Boolean valued set theory, enjoys its close relationship to modern
mathematics and analysis in particular. Indeed, as was demonstrated
by Takeuti and Titani [16] as well as Rousseau [9], an intuitionistic
viewpoint enables us to treat entities with parameters as if they were
without parameters in a constructive universe based on the topological
space of parameters. By way of example, vector bundles and families
of complex structures over a complex manifold M are apartness vector
spaces and complex manifolds respectively in a constructive universe
based on the topological structure of M.
By the way, in hyperfunction theory invented by Sato [11, 12],
hyperfunctions with holomorphic parameters play a significant role
and we will show in Sections 3 and 4, after reviewing some rudiments
of Heyting valued set theory, that they can be treated on the lines
of Takeuti and Titani [16] as well as Rousseau [9]. This viewpoint
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enables us to derive somewhat restricted de Rham and Dolbeault
theorems with hyperfunctional coefficients in a constructive universe
from the well-known de Rham and Dolbeault resolutions with
holomorphic parameters, as will be demonstrated in Section 5, The
last section is devoted to presenting some topics for future study.
A little more effort would enable us to formulate our idea in a more
manifold-oriented formalism, which is left to the interested and competent reader.
§2.

Heyting Valued Set Theory

In this section we review some rudiments of Heyting valued set
theory of Takeuti and Titani [14].
2. 1.

Intuitionistic Set Theory

By ZFj we mean a first-order intuitionistic theory with a unary
relation symbol E and two binary relation symbols e and = satisfying
the following nonlogical axioms:
(Al) Equality axioms: u = u,
-*y>(v)9

and

( A2) Extensionality : V£ Ce ^ u**z e v) /\ (Eu<->Ev) ->u = v
(A3) Pairing: 3z\/x(x^z<r>x = u\/x = v).
(A4) Union: 30

\/x(x^v*+By^u(x^y)).

(A5) Power sets: 3^ \/x(x^v*+
•

(A6)

a

\/y^u(y^x)).
e

^ -induction : V* ( Vj> ^ x<p (y) -^><p (x) )-*\/x<p(x).

(A7) Infinity: B
(A8)

Separation:

(A9) Collection:
In the above list V# e " and =]#••• are abbreviations of \/x
(EA;-^- 8 a ) and 3^(ExA°")- Since V# and 3^ will usually appear
in these forms, we will often write \/x and 3# simply for \/x and
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Heyting Valued Models

Let V be a standard universe of ZFG and let Q be a complete
Heyting algebra. For each ordinal a we define V(aQ) inductively to
be the set of all ordered pairs <M, EM> such that :

(1)
(2)
(3)

u is an Q- valued function defined on a subset 2 (u) of
for some ordinal
V*<EE S (M) (u (*) ^

Now F(^} is defined to be the class I) a(=onV(®\ which is to be called
an (Q-valued) sheaf model, can be considered to be a Heyting valued
model of ZFi by defining H£M]] with

(1)

lEw]] = En,

and by defining IweyJ and JM = yT] with the following simultaneous
induction

(2)
(3)

lu = vj=f\x^(u,(u(x}^lx^v^f\/\y^(v,(v(y}^ly^uj)

/\(Eu

and then by assigning a Heyting value H^J to each nonatomic sentence
<p inductively as follows:

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
Now we have
Theorem 2, 2. 1.

F(G) ij a model of ZFJa

The class V can be embedded into F(0) by transfinite induction
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as follows:
j>= {<#, l>l#ej} and Ej> = l
For Me7
such that

cfi)

for

and /?e£3 we define u\~ p to be the element of

for
and

In the sequel we implicitly identify x9 j;eFcs) time and again
provided \[x=y]\=l.
2. 3.

Sheaves over Complete Heyting Algebras

A presheaf over a complete Heyting algebra Q is a triple <£3 E, |~~ )
of a set S and two functions E: S-+Q and [~ = SxQ^S with the
following properties:

(2)
(3)
(4)

For convenience we often say simply that S is a presheaf over 5
without mentioning E and T explicitly. Members a, b of a presheaf
•S1 over <£? are said to be compatible whenever a |~~ E£ = b |~~ Ea. A subset
F of S whose members are pairwise compatible is called compatible.
A presheaf S over -0 is called a .y/z^fl/* over -0 if for any compatible
subset F of S there exists a unique g^-S* such that:
(1)

/eF

(2)

E*

implies

The subset {ae5|Ea=:^} is denoted by F(p,S).
Theorem 2. 3. 1. For ^j; weF Cfl) , u= {x^V(Q) \lx^uJ = Ex} is a
sheaf to be called the sheaf represented by u. Conversely, for any sheaf
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S over Q, there is an element u e V(Q} such that the sheaf u represented by
u is isomorphic to S.
Similarly we have
Theorem 2a 3* 2. Let u^ u2^V(Q\ Then any function /: Ui~^>u2 in
V(Q} renders a unique function f: Ui~>u2 such that for each a^u^
E~Uia = E,/(a) - [[<a, f ( d ) > e/J
This gives a bijective correspondence between functions f:
and functions g: Ui~>u2 such that

Ui~>u2 in

E'Ula = Et2g(a) and g(a) f P=
for any p^Q and
2 8 4o

Real-Like and Complex-Like Fields

Let F be a standard universe of ZFG and let Q be a complete
Heyting algebra. Then the set JR (fl) of all real numbers in F(Q) is
defined to be the set of all ordered pairs <L5 f/> of subsets of Q such
that

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
A subset 5ft of /2(fi) is called a real-like field if
(1)
(2)
(3)

3^ contains J?3
31 is an apartness subfield of R(Q\ and
Sft is complete, L ea, every Gauchy sequence of 91 converges
to an element of Sft.

Let Cw) = lZ cfl) +zl2 (fl) , as is expected.
complex-like field © is defined similarly.

Then the notion of a
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§3.

Relative Cohomology with Sheaf Coefficients in V(Q}

Throughout this section, let V(Q) be a sheaf model of ZFr with a
standard universe V of ZFG and a complete Heyting algebra Q in
V. Then we have
Theorem 3. L Any complete Heyting algebra 0 in V(Q) is also
externally a complete Heyting algebra. I.e., 0( = [a^V(Q^ |Q/ze0]] = Efl}) is
a complete Heyting algebra in V.
Proof.

See Takeuti and Titani [13; Chapter I, Theorem 4].

Theorem 3* 2.

Any

(Q

sheaf 3F = <S, E, [~~ > over a complete

Heyting

r

algebra 6 in V ^ is externally a sheaf & = (§, E? f")> over 0.

Proof.

Follows easily from Theorem 2. 3. 2.

Given a sheaf J^ of moduli over a complete Heyting algebra 0
and p^q^O with #^/> 5 the notion of relative cohomology moduli

H*(p mod q, &") (i = 0, 1, 2, . . . )
with coefficients in ^ can be defined by imitating the usual construction of relative Cech cohomology with sheaf coefficients, just as
Takeuti and Titani [16; 2.3] did for absolute cohomology. And we
have
Theorem 3. 3. Let 3F be a sheaf of moduli over a complete Heyting
algebra 0 and p^q^O with q^p in V(Q\ Then the cohomology moduli
H{(p mod q,^) (i = 0,1,2, . ..) are externally the sheaves determined
by the presheaves
mod
Proof.

Tr,^).

Follows from the definition of H* (p mod q, J5") .
§ 4.

Sato Hyperfunctions in V(Q}

The three theorems of the previous section have more concrete
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descriptions when we deal with specific complete Heyting algebras
often encountered in analysis.
Theorem 4 1. // O is the complete Heyting algebra of
Cn, then, for any complex-like field S in V(Q\ the totality of
Sm is essentially the same and it is externally the totality of
Cm+n. Similarly, for any real-like field 3t in V(Q\ the totality
of SRm is essentially the same and it is externally the totality
of Rm X Cn.
Proof,

open sets of
open sets of
open sets of
of open sets
of open sets

See Rousseau [9] and Takeuti [13; Chapter 3, §3],

Due to this theorem, when we consider a sheaf on $im (or on E w ) 5
it is not essential to specify 91 (or (£) among various real-like (or
complex-like) fields.
In the sequel, for any open set S of Rm, S(Q} denotes the open set
of a real-like field in V(Q} corresponding to SxCn under Theorem 4. 1.
Theorem 4. 20 If Q is the complete Heyting algebra of open sets of
C ^ then the sheaf @m of holomorphic functions of m variables in V(Q\
where function theory is developed using the complex-like field of all
holomorphic function of n variables, is externally the sheaf (9m+n of holomorphic functions of m + n variables.
n

Proof,

See Rousseau [9] and Takeuti [13; Chapter 3, §3].

In ZFC the sheaf <2$m of hyperfunctions of m variables on Rm
derives from the sheaf
S^Hm(S mod S-Rm,

ffj

on Cm, since relative cohomology enjoys the excision propert/. This
notion survives in V(Q\ And we have
Theorem 4, 30 If Q is the complete Heyting algebra of open sets of
Cn, then the sheaf £%m of hyperfunctions of m variables in V{Q} is externally
the sheaf £%m ®n of hyperfunctions of m variables with n holomorphic
parameters^ which derives from the sheaf
S^Hm(S

mod S-RaxC»9 ®m+n}
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on Cm+n.
Proof.

Follows from Theorems 3. 3 and 4. 2.
§5.

De Rham and Dolbeault Theorems with
Hyperfunctional Coefficients In V(Q}

In ZFC de Rham theorem with hyperfunctional coefficients and
no parameters follows readily from the exact sequence (so-called de
Rham resolution)
(m)
> ---- ->^
>0 5
**> m _
U

*

m

where *$m is the complex-valued constant sheaf on R and
the sheaf of z'-forms with hyperfunctional coefficients since the sheaf
&m is flabby. Indeed we have

z/i/c5 <»m) N-

^

for any open subset S of J2m and
The de Rham resolution (I) is easily generalized to the exact
sequence with n holomorphic parameters
(H\
\^AJ.^

n_

U

>^ 0L/ _

» *?

w

w

(0)
> ^
^ > ^?
0w
t^^, 0
t/
^)
U
w

m

n

d

w)
> . . . ^ > ^?
_
^0 ^(
L/
m

n

>0
^U,

where %?m &n is the complex- valued constant sheaf (of the first m
variables) with n holomorphic parameters (on Rm X Cn) and 3%m Q®
is the sheaf of i-forms with hyperfunctional coefficients (of the first
m variables) and n holomorphic parameters. Although &m On is flabby
merely with respect to the first m variables (strictly speaking, the
sheaf
on Rm is flabby provided T is a Stein open subset of C7W), a bit
subtler argument gives
Theorem 5. 1. If Q is the complete Heyting algebra of open sets of
C , then we have the following de Rham theorem with hyperfunctional
coefficients in V(0\
n

//^d'-D^)
ft m)N _ Lrvccfl)
IP , a&t
m
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i^l.

Proof. Since the sheaves ^m and 38® In V(Q} are externally the
sheaves <SmOn and 3im<9®, it is sufficient to show that
mOn)

determine the same sheaf on Cn,

and

However, since the sheaf on

is flabby for any Stein open subset T of C7n, we have
H'(SXT9 ^mOn}

where <£m®n( _ XT) is the sheaf on Rm assigning ^md)n(UxT) to
each open subset U of Rm. Since each point x of Cn has a basic
neighborhood system consisting of Stein open sets, we have

=1^144
^lim
where O, is the totality of open subsets of Cn containing x and
is the totality of Stein open subsets of €n containing x. Thus the
desired conclusion followsa
Similarly, just as in ZFG the exact sequence (so-called Dolbeault
resolution)

with <S$£> being the sheaf of (0, i) -forms with hyperfunctional coefficients and Cm being regarded as R2m renders the Dolbeault theorem

for any open subset S of Rm and i^l,

the exact sequence with n
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holomorphic parameters
0U

> Um+nfl
>

> eySr
4?
>

with Cm being regarded as R2m and &2m®n'i} being the sheaf of
(0, z) -forms with hyperfunctional coefficients (of the first 2m real
variables) and n holomorphic parameters gives
Theorem 5. 2. If Q is the complete Heyting algebra of open sets of
C , then we have the following Dolbeault theorem in V(Q\
n

Hl(S(Q\

0J=-

for any open subset S of Cm, and (£ is a complex-like field of the form
(£=$14-231 with a real-like field 31 and i^l.
Proof.

Proceed as in Theorem 5. 1.

§6.

Concluding Remarks

The notion of a hyperfunction depends essentially on that of a
holomorphic function and our notion of a holomorphic function in
V(Q} with Q being the complete Heyting algebra of open sets of Cn
was supposed to be developed using the complex-like field of all
holomorphic functions of n variables. Since any complex-like field
can afford function theory as discussed in Rousseau [9] and Takeuti
[13], it would be interesting to investigate how the choice of a
complex-like field affects the notion of a hyperfunction in V(Q\
Another interesting topic for future study is to develop a constructive version of hyperfunction theory, e. g., after the manner of Bishop
and Bridges [1]. Related to this topic, a constructive approach
to cohomological properties of holomorphic functions and vanishing
theorems in particular is highly recommended to try.
Last but not least, hyperfunction theory invented by Sato has
grown up to be what is now called algebraic analysis, one of the most
actively studied and apparently most promising areas of modern
analysis, for which the reader is referred, e. g., to Kashiwara et al. [7],
The interconnection between Heyting valued set theory and algebraic
analysis appears to be an intriguing but stiff subject for future study.
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